
BOOKING & PRICING GUIDE
PAGEANT SA



WHO AM I?
I am extremely excited to capture your most precious memories!!!

Who is Janine Pretorius Photography? 

With over a decade of experience working both sides of a camera (pageantry & modeling) rest assured you will
be in capable hands. 

 My heart is in the story of family connection. I value family, nostalgia, movies, good conversation and love. 
Believer in the details - in what makes people who they are. I don't think there is anything more interesting

than figuring out the tiny quirks of the people you love. I am here for all of that!

 Give me the babies who play with their mama's hair for comfort, the wild ones who will never sit still (because
I've got one of those too!). and the mamas and daddies in the thick of it. This is it, people. 

 Time isn't slowing down. I know that for sure. Let's hang onto these moments for as long as we can... and
occasionally hang them on our walls. Some days I wish I could just stop time, and soak this all in for as long as

possible.



WELCOME
I am extremely excited to be your official photographer.

Please take note of the following:

Each pageant has it's own pricing. If you are doing two pageants on one day, please ensure that you place
separate orders for each pageant. Unfortunately, discounts can not be given if you are doing two pageants on

one day as the photographers will still do the same amount of work.



HOW TO BOOK YOUR PACKAGE:
Step 1: 

Please read through this entire document carefully. (From beginning to end)

Step 2: 
Decide on a price option. 

Step 3: 
Send me a whatsapp at 078 780 0640 with the following details: 

Your Name and Surname
The price option that you would like to book

Age group of contestant
Pageant Name:

Lastly and most importantly, your email address:



BEFORE THE PAGEANT:
I do not take orders before the pageants anymore, there are too many parents

who complete the forms and then never pay.



ON THE DAY OF THE PAGEANT:
Ramp Photography: 

- Please ensure that you place your order before the pageant starts. 
- You will receive an order form to complete. 

- Once you make your payment, PLEASE ensure that you get your payment stickers with
me. 

- I will be at the door during registration. 
- You will receive a certain color sticker for the stage/ramp photos. 

- On stage stickers must be placed on your contestant number tag at the front so that the
stage photographer can see who to capture and who not. 

- We will not be taking photographs if photos have not been ordered. 
- If you do not have a sticker, photos will not be taken so please ensure that you receive your

sticker. 
- Stage photos will not be available for order after the pageant.



ON THE DAY OF THE PAGEANT:
Studio Photography: 

- You will receive a second small slip that you need to present to the photographer if you have paid for your
studio photographs. Studio photographs include a variety of poses for paid contestants. 

- Please note that studio photos can be purchased during the day.

Crowning Photography: 
- Everyone must go to the studio area to have formal portraits done for the Pageants SA website. 

- Crowning photos can be ordered before the pageant starts or as soon as the crowning has taken place. 
- You will receive a new sticker to present to the photographer at the studio if you have ordered and paid for

crowning photos. 
- If you have not ordered and paid for crowning photos, the photographer will take 3 different photographs. 

- These 3 photographs will not be available for order after the pageant. 
- If you order and pay for crowning photos, you will receive a variety of photos. 

- If you don't want to pay for crowning photos before the time because you are not sure if your child will win or
not, please bring some cash along to the studio to pay for crowning photos once your child has been announced

as a winner. We will unfortunately not taken any payments or orders after the pageant. 



AFTER THE PAGEANT:
- Please be respectful and understand that we as photographers have to still sort out the photographs after the
pageant. This takes days. We take over 5000 photos at the various pageants. It is impossible for us to edit all

those photos within a few hours or even days. Often, while sorting out the photos, we have to answer over 200
emails or messages to parents asking when they will receive their photographs. 

- When we rush your photos we often miss things that needs to be edited on the photos. 
- Editing and delivering of photographs can take anywhere from 3 week to 4 weeks. 

  
- Please refrain from asking everyday how far we are with the editing of your photographs as this takes time

away from the editing process.

DELIVERY OF PHOTOGRAPHS:
- The link to download your photos will be placed on my website at www.janinepretoriusphotography.com

- All photographs will be delivered digitally. 
- You will receive an email as soon as the photos are ready for download. 

- Please make sure that you keep an eye on your emails to ensure that you get the link to download the photos. 
  

As photographers, we humbly ask that you treat us with respect. Sometimes, mistakes happen or situations
arise that is out of our control. 



CARD PAYMENTS:
We have a card machine available. You can swipe or tap, but please ensure that you make your payment before

the pageant starts so that we can tick your name off on the list.  
If you wish to pay before the pageants starts: Please bring your proof of payment with when you come to

complete the order form. I will not be able to give you a sticker or mark you off as paid if you do not have the
proof of payment (printed or digital). So many parents don't use the correct reference when making payments. 

BANKING DETAILS:
J Pretorius

Absa
Savings

909 168 2391
Ref: Contestant Name & Surname



2 MARCH 2024
KING & QUEEN OF THE WORLD

&
MISS & MR TOURISM SA

R250

OPTION 1:

Ramp Photos Only

+/- 15 Ramp Photos

Studio Photos Only

+/- 15 Studio Photos

Crowning Photos Only

+/- 15 Crowning Photos

Full Package

+/- 15 Ramp Photos
+/- 15 Studio Photos
+/- Crowning Photos

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R250 R250 R600



21 - 24 MARCH 32024
MISS & MR JNR SOUTH AFRICA

R500

OPTION 1:

Ramp Photos Only

+/- 20 Ramp Photos -
Casual Wear

+/- 20 Ramp Photos - 
Evening Wear

Studio Photos Only

5 x Studio Photos - Casual
5 x Studio Photos - Evening
5 x Studio Photos - Theme

5 x Studio Photos - Interview

Crowning Photos Only

+/- 20 Crowning Photos -
Studio 

+/- 5 Crowning Photos -
Stage

Full Package

This option includes ALL
photos taken of you/your

child during pageant week. 

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R500 R500 R1500



21 - 24 MARCH 32024
MISS & MR UNIVERSAL & SIR SA

R500

OPTION 1:

Ramp Photos Only

+/- 20 Ramp Photos -
Casual Wear

+/- 20 Ramp Photos - 
Evening Wear

Studio Photos Only

5 x Studio Photos - Casual
5 x Studio Photos - Evening
5 x Studio Photos - Theme

5 x Studio Photos - Interview

Crowning Photos Only

+/- 20 Crowning Photos -
Studio 

+/- 5 Crowning Photos -
Stage

Full Package

This option includes ALL
photos taken of you/your

child during pageant week. 

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R500 R500 R1500



20 - 24 MARCH 2024
MISS, MS, MS ELITE, MRS, MRS CLASSIC & CURVE AFRICA PAGEANT

R800

OPTION 1:

Ramp/Judging Photos Only

+/- 10 Ramp Photos -
Casual Wear

+/- 10 Ramp Photos -
Evening Wear

+/- 10 Portfolio Presentation
+/- 10 National Costume

+/- 10 Swimwear

Studio Photos Only

5 x Studio Photos - Casual
5 x Studio Photos - Evening
5 x Studio Photos - National

Costume
5 x Studio Photos - Interview
5 x Studio Photos - Portfolio

Presentation
5 x Studio Swimwear

Crowning Photos Only

ALL crowning photos taken
on ramp and studio. Includes

awards photos. 

Full Package

This option includes ALL
photos taken of you/your

child during pageant week. 

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R800 R800 R2000



1 JUNE 2024
MISS JNR, MR & SIR AFRICA

&
BEST MODEL SOUTH AFRICA

R250

OPTION 1:

Ramp Photos Only

+/- 15 Ramp Photos

Studio Photos Only

+/- 15 Studio Photos

Crowning Photos Only

+/- 15 Crowning Photos

Full Package

+/- 15 Ramp Photos
+/- 15 Studio Photos
+/- Crowning Photos

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R250 R250 R600



7 SEPTEMBER 2024
KING & QUEEN OF THE UNIVERSE

&
RAINBOW NATIONS

R250

OPTION 1:

Ramp Photos Only

+/- 15 Ramp Photos

Studio Photos Only

+/- 15 Studio Photos

Crowning Photos Only

+/- 15 Crowning Photos

Full Package

+/- 15 Ramp Photos
+/- 15 Studio Photos
+/- Crowning Photos

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R250 R250 R600



5 OCTOBER 2024
MISS TEEN SOUTH AFRICA

R250

OPTION 1:

Ramp Photos Only

+/- 15 Ramp Photos

Studio Photos Only

+/- 15 Studio Photos

Crowning Photos Only

+/- 15 Crowning Photos

Full Package

+/- 15 Ramp Photos
+/- 15 Studio Photos
+/- Crowning Photos

OPTION 2: OPTION 3: OPTION 4:

R250 R250 R600



THANK YOU

Thank you for taking the time to read through this document!!!

I do hope that you decide to work with me to create magical memories for your little one to
remember forever!!!

Contact details: 
Whatsapp/Call: 078 780 0640

Website: www.janinepretoriusphotography.com
Email: janinepretoriusphotography@gmail.com


